OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

A: Connect vacuum hose to wand tube

B: Connect solution line to solution valve

C: Adjust carrying handle

D: To apply solution, depress trigger

Place carpet wand on surface to be cleaned and move it at the rate of a slow walk. Apply cleaning fluid by depressing on the valve lever. When using carpet wands, cleaning fluid is applied on the back or pull stroke only. Use only enough downward pressure on the wand to move effectively (ush and pull stroke). Use of excessive downward pressure on the wand will decrease efficiency. Always finish cleaning with a dry stroke (closed valve condition). It is very important to keep tools properly seated to the surface being cleaned to produce maximum cleaning effectiveness and minimum drying times. Multiple wet and dry strokes may be used on excessively soiled areas.

ROLLER/GLIDE WAND

If you prefer to use the wand without the roller feature, it can be removed as shown below.

1: To remove roller bar, remove two screws on either side with Phillips screw driver. Remove the roller and both side plates, replace the screws

2: Wand will now operate as a glide wand.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
CLEANING/Maintenance INSTRUCTIONS

1: To clean solution line filter, disconnect QD on both ends of filter.

2: Unscrew cap and rinse filter

3: To clean spray jets, remove spray bar
   A: Jets are quick disconnect, a quarter turn will allow removal.

4: Periodically, check solution and recovery chamber, rinse as necessary to remove debris

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
LIMITED WARRANTY

Tacony will repair or exchange parts for your wand in the event of a manufacturing defect as follows:

PARTS: New or comparable rebuilt parts, for one year after original purchase.

LABOR: Carry-in service can be obtained during the warranty period by taking your dryer to an Authorized Tacony Warranty Service Center.

IMPORTANT WARRANTY CONDITIONS: A purchase receipt or other proof of date of original consumer purchase also will be required before warranty service is rendered.

This warranty covers normal use and does not cover damage which occurs in shipment or failure resulting from alteration, accident, misuse, abuse, neglect, or improper maintenance.

STATEMENT: This warranty is not transferable and extends only to the original purchaser when a new Wonder Wand is purchased from an Authorized Tacony Dealer. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may have other rights that vary from state to state.

Date Purchased: ____________________________

Model Number: ____________________________

Serial Number: ____________________________

Make sure to record this information.
This information will be necessary for future warranty claims.